Monday, 13th of November, 2017

WorshipJehovah.org is not associated with any religion,
nor is it seeking funds, donations, or endorsements,
nor is it evangelising in this communication.

To all Heads of State and Heads of Government
Your Royal Highnesses and Excellencies,

Now that climate change is recognised as real and inevitable, I would
invite your consideration of how it will progress :
As the crisis takes greater effect upon a nation, its population
will expect its government to act. When unable to respond, its
society will begin to rupture leading toward an inevitable
collapse. Such societal fracture in one nation will inevitably
affect others.
This is the reason for the call for the Divine Rescue as outlined
in previous communications, so that the Almighty might
intervene to correct what the finest of governors cannot.
The urgency is that the crisis will take a sudden and chaotic- rather
than a smooth and gradual - line of deterioration at the weather level.
There will be no warning of when the first debilitating spasm will
occur. The only certainty is that we will have to call for Divine
intervention.
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Your highnesses have a unique privilege greater than that of all of
your predecessors : that of actually communicating with the Almighty
to preserve the earth. This opportunity – there to be savoured - could
yet be squandered through inactivity.
There is still the opportunity for a united call to the Heavens before
the first spasms take place. As the remaining time is unpredictable
and will be curtailed suddenly, I would ask your highnesses and
excellencies to exercise their credence in God's purpose with all due
haste.

With sincerity and respect, I stand at your service.

catherine taylor (secretary)
email: proxy 'open letter' email
direct email / address / tel - see former correspondence
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